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Introduction


To reconstruct surface vibration from acoustic measurements, and/or to
visualize radiated sound fields, the following methods are readily
available:
Sound Intensity Mapping
Acoustic Holography
Spatial Fourier Transform Based Methods
Statistically Optimized Near-field Holography
(SONAH)
Equivalent Source Method (ESM)
Wide-band Holography (WBH)
Beamforming
Inverse BEM

May not provide clear directions for
designers to reduce radiated sound power

Inverse Method Based on
Acoustic Radiation Mode
Reveal surface vibration patterns which
independently contribute to radiated sound
power

Source: www.emeraldinsight.com/0332-1649.htm
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Inverse Method based on Acoustic Radiation Modes


Advantages:
 Acoustic radiation modes are a set of velocity distributions on the radiating
surface which radiate sound power independently, i.e.,

𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = Σ𝐿𝑤 𝑖
 By reducing the most efficient vibration patterns (radiation mode), it is
guaranteed that the total radiated sound power is reduced.


Disadvantage:
× Unless analytical formulations exist for a radiating surface having a particular
shape, this method is computationally more intensive than NAH, since it
requires a Boundary Element model of the source object, in order to obtain
the acoustic radiation modes and modal pressures.
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Formulation of Acoustic Radiation Modes


Sound pressure can be expressed by the impedance relation:
𝒆 = 𝑧ǁ 𝒗
𝑒
 𝒑
 𝑧ǁ is matrix of points and transfers acoustic impedances over the grid of
elements into which the structure has been subdivided.



Sound power formulation:



𝑆
𝑒 𝐻 𝑧ǁ 𝒗
𝑒
𝑅𝑒 𝒗
2
Applying singular value decomposition to 𝑅𝑒 𝑧ǁ :

𝑒
𝒗
𝑒
𝒑

𝑃ത 𝜔 =

𝑆
𝑣 𝐻 Ψ 𝐻 𝑅 Ψ 𝑣
2
where rows of Ψ defines the acoustic radiation modes and diagonal terms
in 𝑅 reveals the power radiation efficiencies.
𝑃ത 𝜔 =

Ref: “Radiation modes and the active control of sound power” Elliott,” S. J. and Johnson, M. E., The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 94, 2194-2204 (1993)
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Examples Radiation Modes
 First 8 radiation modes of a 1m radius sphere at 𝜔 = 343 rad/s

• Relatively simple shapes
• Multiply surface velocity by radiation mode to obtain radiated sound power
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Workflow of the Inverse Method

Geometry

Mesh



Denote Q as the weighting matrix:

Boundary Element Routines
Influence Matrices
([A] and [B])

Matrix Operation
& Integration

𝑄 = Σන

Power Radiation
Resistance Matrix

Regularize and solve

Modal
Participation
Factor

Scale and sum

Reconstructed
Surface
Vibration

𝑁

∗

𝑁

𝑇

𝐼

𝑚 𝐽𝑚 𝑑𝑠

where 𝐼 is the global selection matrix
𝑁 is the element shape function
𝐽𝑚 is the determinant of Jacobian matrix.

Modal Pressure at
Field Points
Measured Sound
Pressure at Field Points

𝐻
𝑚

𝑠𝑚

Singular Value Decomposition

Radiation Mode and
Efficiency

𝐼



Sound power can be expressed by:
1
ത
𝑃 𝜔 = 𝑅𝑒 𝑣 𝐻 𝑄 𝐴 −1 𝐵 𝑣
2
where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are the influence matrices.
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Workflow of the Inverse Method

Geometry

Mesh
Boundary Element Routines

Influence Matrices
([A] and [B])

Matrix Operation
& Integration

Power Radiation
Resistance Matrix

Singular Value Decomposition

Radiation Mode and
Efficiency

Modal Pressure at
Field Points
Measured Sound
Pressure at Field Points

Regularize and solve

Modal
Participation
Factor

Scale and sum

Reconstructed
Surface
Vibration

Real part of the impedance matrix is simply
𝑅𝑒 𝑧ǁ = 𝑄 𝐴 −1 𝐵
After solving for the modal sound pressure
𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑙 𝑖 at the field points for the i-th mode, the
modal contribution factor 𝑐𝑖 can be easily obtained
by solving
𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 = Σ𝑐𝑖 𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑙 𝑖
Regularization is required in this step as the
problem is mostly ill-posed.
The source surface velocity is then reconstructed
by
𝑣 = Ψ 𝑐
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The Need for Regularization


A common difficulty in the inverse acoustic problems is
that the system obtained through BEM may become
ill-conditioned.



Multiple regularization methods are available to assist the solution process.



Here use Tikhonov method accompanied by Generalized Cross-Validation
(GCV) for choosing optimal regularization parameter 𝜆.



Then the problem becomes
min 𝐴𝑥 − 𝑏
𝑥



2
2

+ 𝜆2 𝑥

( 𝐴 + [𝐴𝑒 ]) 𝑥 = 𝑏 + {𝑏𝑒 }

2
2

However, recent study has shown that GCV method may not work properly
when there are significant (1) sensor phase error and (2) quantization error.

Ref (1): “Rank-deficient and discrete ill-posed problems: numerical aspects of linear inversion,” Hansen, P. C., SIAM, 4, 1998
Ref (2): “On the factors affecting the performance of the generalized cross validation method in the context of nearfield acoustic holography,” Chelliah, K, et. al, SIAM, 4, 1998
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Case Study 1 (Virtual): Baffled Simply Supported Plate


A simply supported rectangular plate has
the following dimension and properties
• Thickness h=0.002 m



Velocity of the plate is obtained through
modal superposition
Structural Modes of the Plate

• Modulus of Elasticity E=69e+9 Pa
• Poisson's Ratio ν=0.32
• X dimension lx=0.414 m
• Z dimension lz=0.314 m
• Damping loss factor η=0.01

Surface Velocity of the Plate

lx= 0.414 m

~
F  10 N @ 800 Hz
h =2 mm
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Case Study 1 (Virtual): Obtain “Measured” Sound Pressure
Virtually calculated sound pressure at the field points
Schematics of the virtual measurement setup

Forward calculated sound pressure magnitude at field points

lx=0.414 m

Measurement Points (10 by 10)

lz=1 m



𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑

lx=0.414 m

F=10 N @ 800 Hz

h=2 mm
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Case Study 1 (Virtual): Radiation Modes and Modal Pressure


First six radiation modes of the simply supported
aluminum plate at 800 Hz



Modal pressure at the field points of the first six
acoustic radiation modes
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Case Study 1 (Virtual): Reconstructed Vibration and Analysis
at 800 Hz

Reconstructed Vibration

True Surface Vibration

 Compare reconstructed and forwardly calculated surface vibration

 Total vibration power vs. Number of Modes used
for reconstruction
Total Vibration Power - Ideal

Contribution of
Radiation Mode #28

 Total sound power vs. Number of Modes used
for reconstruction
Mode 2 has the greatest
sound power contribution

 Noise Control – Reduce vibration that couples
12 with
first five radiation modes

Case Study 2 (Experiment): Loud Speaker
 Experiment at Ray W. Herrick Labs of Purdue University
•

Test with loudspeaker (Infinity Primus P163) as a noise source

•

324 Measurement locations in the near field on six sides

•

Only one laser measurement of loudspeaker front face was conducted

•

Compare the inverse result with real laser vibration measurement
Measured Velocity at 512 Hz

Tweeter: Generating
high frequency sound
Diaphragm: Generating
low frequency sound

Measured Velocity at 2000 Hz
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Case Study 2 (Experiment): Model Setup


Model Setup
 Geometry discretization:
 0.02467 m first order quad elements for 512 Hz calculation, 746 elements total
 0.01262 m first order quad elements for 2000 Hz calculation, 2994 elements total

 Part of the boundary element routines:
 OpenBEM from University of Southern Denmark

 Regularization:
 Tikhonov method with 𝜆 obtained by minimizing the GCV function

 Sound pressure measurement points
 324 points close to the speaker surface
 All 6 faces of the speaker measured
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Case Study 2 (Experiment): Obtain Radiation Mode

Mode 2

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 4

Mode 3

Mode 4

Mode 6

Mode 5

Mode 6

Radiation modes at 2000 Hz

Mode 1



Mode 3

Radiation modes at 512 Hz

Mode 5
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Case Study 2 (Experiment): Reconstruction


Reconstructed surface vibration of the loud speaker
Reconstructed surface velocity at 512 Hz

50 radiation modes used for reconstruction

Reconstructed surface velocity at 2000 Hz

100 radiation modes used for reconstruction
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Case Study 2 (Experiment): Analysis
• Sound power of each radiation mode
at 512Hz

• Sound power of each radiation mode
at 2000Hz
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Conclusions


The acoustic radiation mode and its formulations have been briefly reviewed.



The inverse method based on the acoustic radiation mode is proposed and
validated by a virtual case study of a baffled aluminum plate and by an
experiment case study of loud speaker.



At low frequency, a relatively small number of modes are required to achieve
a good reconstruction of surface velocity of the loud speaker case. However,
as many as 100 modes are needed to reconstruct the surface velocity at
2000 Hz.



Regularization is needed in order to calculate meaningful modal contribution
factors since the problem is ill-posed.



Sound power reduction can be guaranteed by reducing surface vibration that
18
couples with low order radiation modes.

